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RINGS - ADVANTAGES
• Recirculation increases intensity

• Recirculation improves isotopic purity
• Cooling improves beam emittance at every turn

Three major advantages making up for weaknesses of in-
flight radioactive beam production!

One injection can last for seconds-minutes. Very efficient. 
But wait! Why is the beam lost?

Circumference = ~100 m
For e.g. 30P at E = 240 MeV => v = 3.9x107 m/s
Revolution frequency = velocity / circumference = 390 000 Hz
That is a factor ~4E5 increase in beam intensity!



If stored ions interact with obstacles they may scatter off 
(Rutherford), or it may change its charge state (capture / 
lose electron). If either happens, ions are lost.

• The internal target is an obstacle. Air in an obstacle.
• Electron Capture is normally the dominant loss

Where q and E are the charge and energy of the beam.
• Need extremely good vacuum in a ring (<10-10 mbar)
• Can only use very thin target (max 1014 atoms/cm2)
• Low Z targets are best (H, He)
• High beam energies are best
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CARME @ CRYRING



CRYRING @ FAIR/GSI
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Stable beam from 
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Can store ions at uniquely low 
energy (E<10 MeV/u), ideal for 
nuclear astrophysics. 
The ring operates in XHV
(~ 2x10-11 mbar)

Beam injected via local ion 
source, or radioactive beam via 
the ESR

It has one straight section for 
experiments with an internal 
cryogenic microdroplet target. 

To exploit this novel possibility, 
we built a new detection array 
called CARME, mounted here





CARME 
CRYRING ARRAY FOR REACTION MEASUREMENTS

• Reaction chamber mounted downstream or upstream of target
•Mounts silicon detectors to detect charged-particles
•Mounted on the CRYRING in November 2021



DETECTORS

• Highly segmented DSSD’s, 128x128 strips
• Placed directly under XHV (no pockets)
• Can move under XHV – avoid uncooled beam





COMMISSIONING
14N(d,d)14N – Rutherford scattering shown (Feb 2022)



SCIENCE AIMS



SOLAR FUSION



CARME will be used for high resolution charge particle reaction 
studies for nuclear astrophysics in scenarios including the Big 
Bang and our own Sun

ELDAR
BURNING QUESTIONS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE ELEMENTS IN THE LIVES

AND DEATHS OF STARS



• Elements up to lithium were 
synthesised during the Big Bang
• Compare astronomical 
observations in ancient stars vs. 
Standard Model predictions
• Predictions have a single free 
parameter

• Comparing results allows for test 
of the Standard Model
• Deuterium has lowest uncertainty

BIG BANG NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

Deuterium burning via 2H(p,γ)3He is a key reaction 
for Big Bang prediction uncertainty



Some issues remain open: e.g. disagreement at high 
energies, angular distributions

Measure 2H(p,γ)3He directly at Big Bang energies at 
CRYRING using CARME

Turkat et al., PRC, 2021



HOW DOES IT WORK?

• Deuterium is injected into from local ion source. 108 ions per 
injection, once in 10 seconds or so, filling the ring.

• Beam is accelerated / decelerated as required, and cooled
• Hydrogen target turned on (1013 atoms/cm2)
• CARME detectors move in
•Measure – beam is lost due to interaction with target

• After a few seconds-minutes (depends on energy!) not much 
beam left. Dump it.
• Refill, restart



WHAT IS THE POINT?
•Much less deuterium used. 108 ions once per e.g. 10 seconds is 

equivalent to 107 ions per second. That’s less than some 
radioactive beams! No radiation safety risk.

• Ultra-thin target (1013 atoms/cm2) means 3He produced lose no 
energy and can be detected. Impossible with traditional targets 
(1017-18 atoms/cm2). Novel measuring method – good to cross-
check systematics uncertainties.

• Extremely good angular resolution is possible thanks to highly-
segmented DSSD’s (better than 1 degree in principle)

• Luminosity loss due to thin target + low beam intensity is 
compensated by recirculation.



• In the laboratory, target electrons shield nuclear potential
• Orders of magnitude effect! 
• No reliable models. Very long standing issue. 
• Screening is different in the laboratory vs. a star
• Unknown uncertainty affecting all quiescent scenarios 

including our Sun
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3He(d,p)4He

Bare S-factor

D(3He,p)4He

R.S. da Souza et al. Astrophys. J. 872 (2019) 75



Revolving ions

Transverse 
ion beam
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FISIC: U. Sorbonne major atomic physics project at CRYRING

FISIC+CARME could perform the first bare cross-section 
measurements at stellar energies

FIRST EVER BARE NUCLEAR REACTION STUDIES

CARME
CRYRING



FIRST EVER BARE NUCLEAR REACTION STUDIES

CARME



CONCLUSIONS

• Storage rings are a novel way to measure nuclear reactions

• Significant advantages for radioactive beam, especially in-flight
• Interesting advantages for stable beams as well!

• CRYRING is the only low-energy ring in the world coupled to a 
radioactive beam facility
• CARME@CRYRING will be used for nuclear astrophysics 

measurements in the near future


